
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_______________________ a fortnight?1. (we/come/and/stay/?)May we come and stay

They asked themselves if by chance this incident _________________
some connection with the inexplicable way in which the engineer had been
saved, and the other peculiar circumstances which had struck them at
different times.

2.

(not/have)

might not have

I thought you ___________________ of it.3. (past/hear)might have heard

He _____________ it again some day.4. (wear)might wear

She is in want of a little money, and did not like to ask her husband for it,
for he _______________ pleased.
5.

(not/be)might not be

She knew she ___________ it with this man.6. (do)might do

This will always be the event of such an imaginary resistance, when men
_________________ again.
7.

(not/strike)may not strike

Now she ____________ him very soon.8. (see)might see

I am a man with a future, though you ________________ it.9. (not/think)may not think

It _______________ necessary to speak of him.10. (not/be)might not be

________________ them a note or two?11. (he/show/?)Might he show

Even then, the magnitude of the deposit _________________ that of
many modern rivers.
12.

(not/exceed)
may not exceed

It _________ that I shall speak.13. (be)may be

The man of science ________________ it, but by no advance of science
that I, at any rate, can foresee, can it be driven out of the field.
14.

(not/adopt)
may not adopt

This creation is sufficient to secure for him an immortality, a length of
earthly remembrance that all the rest of his writings together
_________________.

15.

(not/give)might not give
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I thought they ________________ him guilty here-so I let it go on.16.
(not/find)

mightn't find

You _______________ now it'll hamper you, but you'll find it will-most
fearfully.
17.

(not/think)
mayn't think

_________________ with the bathing then?18. (I/continue/?)May I continue

They don't rob that they _____________ to prison.19. (not/go)may not go

And who can say that some time, in the waiting and working future, this
new light ___________________ life altogether for this faithful soul?
20.

(not/change)
might not change
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